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INTRODUCTION

Animal breeders have used deliberate selection for livestock Improvement 
since domestication and, of course, natural selection has been a powerful force 
since life  began. I t  1s somewhat sobering for animal geneticists to consider that 
most of the livestock breeds available today were developed by breeders who likely 
never read the classic papers by Darwin, Galton, Pearson, Castle, Fisher, Haldane, 
Wright or Lush. Nevertheless, the eternal optimism of the animal geneticist was 
stated quite well by Lush (1974), reflecting back on earlier years, that " I 
admired greatly what the breeders of farm animals had already done, but I had an 
unshaken faith that they could do s t i l l  more and could do it  more quickly and with 
fewer mistakes 1f they could use the possib ilities that must He In the new and 
intriguing science of genetics." Much has happened since J.L. Lush took the 
theoretical quantitative genetics classics of Fisher, Haldane and Wright and put 
them Into concepts and language that could be understood by students of livestock 
improvement in h1s book, Animal Breeding Plans (1937). New generations of animal 
geneticists expanded the theories and gradually developed experimental evidence 
for these theories and provided definitive plans for application by practicing 
livestock producers. Summaries of the vast literature on selection theory and 
experiments can be found in the papers and references cited in the Proceedings of 
the 1st World Congress on Genetics Applied to Livestock Production (1974), a 
review by Barlow (1978), and the Proceedings of a Symposium on Selection 
Experiments in Laboratory and Domestic Animals, edited by Robertson (1979).

The purpose of this paper is  to review evidence from selection experiments 
and other genetic analyses and to evaluate the implications for directing genetic 
Imphovement 1n major economic traits through selection.

EVIDENCE FROM SELECTION EXPERIMENTS

In a previous symposium, Dalton and Baker (1979) presented an excellent 
discussion of selection studies 1n beef cattle and sheep, but did not summarize 
the relevant statistics associated with change from selection. Genetic change per 
generation from single tra it selection is  *G = Ap*h2, where AG Is  genetic change, 
AP is  the midparent selection differential, and h2 is  herltabillty. Annual 
progress 1s readily obtained by dividing AG by the generation Interval. Where 
selection decisions Involve more than one tra it, as in an index of net merit, 
phenotypic and genetic correlations between tra its must be considered In 
determining the effective selection for each tra it and expected response. In 
cases where net selection for each tra it 1s unknown, the observed secondary
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selection d iffe ren tia ls  can be used to determine the "Index of selection in 
retrospect” (Dickerson et al_., 1954, 1969; Magee, 1965; Koch et£l_., 1974).

Generation In te rva l. Results from beef cattle selection experiments are 
presented in Table 1. Generation interval, as determined by the average age of 
parents, was 4.4 years over a ll experiments. Average sire  age ranged from 2 to 
4.3 years and average age of dams was 4.3 to 6.6 years. These intervals were in 
natural mating herds with about 25 to 30 females/sire. Age of s ire s  is  reduced 
most easily . S ire s used f ir s t  as yearlings and kept in use for 1, 2 or 3 years 
leads to s ire  ages of 2 to 3 years. Reducing average sire  age from 3 to 2 years 
enhances annual selection d iffe rentia ls only marginally because of compensating 
lo ss of selection intensity. Replacing females at rates of 20 to 24% per year 
gives expectations of 4.2 to 5.0 years for average ages of dams of calves liv in g  
to replacement age. Average age of dams could be s ign if ica n tly  reduced only by 
extensive use of embryo transfer from young dams. Generation intervals in 
nonexperimental beef herds like ly  would be higher, on the order of 4.5 to 6.0 
years. Where progeny test information influences selection decisions, the 
generation would be longer than results reported here.

Selection D iffe ren tia ls. Selection d iffe rentia ls from the various 
experiments (Table 1) were a ll converted to standard deviation units and expressed 
on a generation basis to fac ilita te  comparisons of selection in tensitie s for 
d ifferent tra it s  and between experiments. (A plea is  offered here for all authors 
to include generation in terva ls, means, and intragroup standard deviations for all 
t ra it s . )  In most instances separate selection d iffe rentia ls were reported for 
s ire s  and dams. Most experiments used mass selection on an individual animal 
basis, but sequential selection for weaning weight and then final weight with 
subsequent attention to progeny test results were reported by Flower et a l. (1964) 
and Brinks et a l. (1965). Potential selection d iffe rentia ls for s ire s amT dams 
based on acfuaTVecords of ind ividuals a live  at replacement age were about 80% as 
large as theoretical expectations from a normal d istribution for number selected 
out of observed to ta ls in contemporary groups. Higher birth weights and mortality 
among animals with extreme growth potential might account for some deviation from 
theoretical expectations. About 90% of actual potential selection intensity was 
achieved among s ire s , but only 60 to 70% of potential was realized among heifers, 
primarily from fa ilu re  to conceive. S ire  selection accounted for about 80 to 90% 
of the total selection intensity (Chevraux and Bailey, 1971; Stanforth and Frahm, 
1975; Buchanan et a l.,  1982). I t  would appear that, for single  t ra it  selection, 
about one standard-deviation of selection per generation was achieved in closed 
herds under natural mating situations. Selection d iffe ren tia ls  for postweaning 
gain or final weight were s lig h t ly  larger than for weaning weight. In our 
experiment th is was caused by bulls with high weaning weights occasionally having 
poor postweaning growth and not being selected.

Genetic Change and H e r ita b il it ie s . Predicting or assessing genetic change in 
re lation to selection intensity is  what much of our quantitative genetic research 
i s  a ll about. I f  h e r itab ility  and selection intensity are known, selection 
response can be predicted by aG = AP-h2. Alternatively, i f  genetic change and 
selection intensity  are known, he ritab ility  can be determined by h2 = aG/a P as a 
check on the va lid ity  of estimates based on variance-covariance methods. That is  
why separation of phenotypic trends into genetic and environmental components is  
important in the ana lysis of selection experiments.

Techniques for evaluating genetic trends in beef cattle  include maintaining a 
random bred control population, repeat mating schemes, intrayear comparisons of
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM SELECTION EXPERIMENTS IN BEEF CATTLE®

Reference N SC PA

B irth
weight

Weaning
weight

Postweanlng
gain

F inal
weight

Gain
e ffic ie n cy

AP h* AP h* AP 1,2 AP 1,2 AP 1,2

Flower et a l.  (1964) 394 WW & PG 4.0 .37
.37b

.46 .50 .51
•” h

B rin ks et a l.  (1965) 1,594 WW 4 FW 5.0 .41 .64 • 43b .63 .84 • 41b
.67c .39c

Nelms and Stratton  (1967) 302 FW 4.3 .24 .36 .61
•33<!

.81
,30bB a ile y  et a l.  (1971) 341 PG/FC 4.7 .65 .80

■  ■  ■  ■ 287 PG/FC 4.8 .80 .29d .94 .21 <•
■  ■  ■  ■ 257 PG 5.0

.46d
1.65 .so 11 .84 1.22d

Chevraux and B a ile y  (1977) 414 PG 4.8 .29 .94 .37d
Chapman et a l . (1972)
(h* from pooled regre ssion

201 WW 4.2 .93 .20
175 PG 4.3 -.07 1.17

o f  o ffsp r in g  on s ire ) 195 TY 4.4 .58
.34b

.24
183 AY 4.2 .41b .14 .10 .51b

Neymian et a l.  (1973) 3,577 FW 3.2 (estimated) 1.04 • 45e
Stan fo rth  and Frahm (1975) 413 WW 4.1 .64 .84 .97

414 FW 4.1 .69 .76
■ 26b .45 b

1.40
.37bBuchanan et a l.  ( 1982a,b) 2,125 WW 4.1 .57 • 41b .94 .33 .85

(Koch, R.M., unpublished data) 
Buchanan et a l . (1962a,b) 2,098 FW 4.2 .44

• 40e 
.38b .66 .18b .85

.70e

.44b 1.03 •30K,32b
(Koch, R.M., unpublished data) 
Buchanan et a l . (1982a,b) 2,135 FW & MS 4.2 .53 •38s • 26b .74 A 7 l.18b .79 *36h• 38b .96 ■ K• 23b
(Koch, R.M., unpublished data) •26h • 45e -38?

,38bWoldehawarlat et a l. (1977) ,45b .26b .34b .46b

® Abbreviations: N*number; SC»select1on c r it e r ia ;  PA-parent age;AP«m1dparent se lec tion  d if fe re n t ia l,  0/
generation; h2=her1tab111ty; WW=wean1ng weight; FW=f1nal weight out of feed lot or end of summer qrazlng; PG* 
postweanlng gain; TY*type score; AV*average gain and type score; FC-feed consumed; MS=musc11ng score. 

b Estimated from paternal h a lf s1bs co rre la t ion s or reg re ssion  o f o f f sp r in g  or parent. 
c Realized her1tabH1ty, genetic trend based on phenotypic trend-environmental trend (from repeat 

m ating s).
a Realized  her1tabH 1ty, genetic trend based on regre ssions of dam-b1rth year groups, 
e Realized her1tabH1ty, genetic trend based on cumulative d iffe rence  between selected and control lin e s .

TABLE 2. CORRELATED RESPONSE TO SELECTION FOR GROWTH RATE. 

(Koch, unpublished data)

Postweanlng gain of bulls over a weight constant Interval (227 to 408 kg)

Days Ga1 n/ ME/ Gain/
L1nea fed day day Meal

(9) (Meal) (ME)

WWL 165 1090 20.6 53.8
FWL 163 1104 20.9 55.1
IXL 161 1120 20.5 55.0
CONTROL 176 1014 20.1 51.1

Ivlng assistance and mortality at b1 rth among 2-yr-■old he1fersb

LINE MALES FEMALES
Weight Assists Dead Weight Assists Dead
(kg) (*) <%) (kg) <%) (t)

WWL 35.2 58.4 13.4 33.1 38.4 9.2
FWL 35.0 64.4 22.4 32.6 43.4 12.8
IXL 37.3 76.8 30.4 33.9 39.0 18.0
CONTROL 32.0 49.9 16.4 29.7 19.2 7.0

a WWL = Weaning weight line; FWL = Final weight line; IXL = Index of final 
weight and muscling score.
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s ire  or dam birth-year progeny groups that d iffer by x in generations of selection 
or by t  in birth-year, and semen storage with subsequent evaluations on a common 
tester herd (Smith, 1962; Dickerson, 1969; H ill,  1972, 1978). Assessing genetic 
change accurately in beef cattle is  d if f ic u lt  because the expected rate of change 
for most t ra it s  is  small in relation to the environmental differences encountered 
between years. Coefficients of variation for prenatal, preweaning and postweaning 
growth rate in beef cattle  are about 9 to 11%. Thus, i f  h e r ita b ilit ie s  are 
between .2 and .5 the expected genetic change for one standard deviation of 
selection is  on the order of 2 to 5% or .4 to 1.0%/yr. Since preweaning and 
postweaning gain can vary 5 to 15% between years, the errors for estimating trends 
over a short span of years is  apparent. A ll techniques for evaluating change are 
subject to error in varying amounts from cumulative random genetic d r ift ,  
noncumulative random errors, and interactions of genetic and environmental trends. 
The re lative  importance of d r ift  variance compared to noncumulative random errors 
i s  smaller in beef cattle  and sheep than in swine because of overlapping 
generations. Random errors are large for intrayear comparisons of s ire  or dam 
birth-year progeny groups because the number per group and the spans of 
generations or birth-years are usually small. Also, where comparisons involve 
dams d iffe ring  in age, genetic change is  confounded with age of dam and the 
va lid ity  of the differences are highly dependent on accurate estimates of age of 
dam correction factors. The d iff ic u lty  of bias in age of dam adjustment factors 
where calculated from dams with concurrent selection practiced was pointed out 
c learly  by Rendel and Robertson (1950).

Among experiments reported in Table 1, Newman et £l_. (1973) and Koch 
(unpublished data) evaluated genetic response by contemporary deviations between 
selected and control populations; Flower et al. (1964) and Brinks et al. (1965) 
u tilized  unplanned repeat matings; Bailey e tT l.  (1971) and Chevrauxand Bailey 
(1977) evaluated performance of progeny from "cITfferent dam birth-year groups; 
Stanforth and Frahm (1975) used semen from foundation and advanced generation 
s ire s  on a common test herd; and Nelms and Stratton (1967) and Chapman et al.
(1972) ju st examined phenotypic trends.

Realized h e r itab ility  estimates in Table 1 were generally in good agreement 
with h e r ita b ility  estimates based on paternal ha lf-sib s or o ffsp ring-sire  
regressions. The exceptions serve to illu stra te  like ly  sources of bias or error. 
The high realized h e r ita b ility  estimates for birth and weaning weights from Flower 
et al_. (1964) and Brinks et aj_. (1965) could have been due to unevaluated effects 
from sequential se lectio riTor weaning weight and extra selection from progeny test 
information on s ire s that were used for extended years in the line s. Bailey et al.
(1971) attributed the exceptional values of .9 and 1.22 for postweaning gain and 
gain efficiency in one line  to sampling error associated with limited data and a 
short span of years. The value of .46 for weaning weight in the PG line  (Chevraux 
and Bailey, 1977) and the .70 for postweaning gain in the WW selection line Koch 
(unpublished data) typ if ie s  the erratic results one can get when using secondary 
selection d iffe ren tia ls  for t ra it s  when primary selection was based on other 
t ra it s  (Magee, 1965). Excluding these exceptions, the unweighted averages for 
realized h e r ita b ilit ie s  and the summary of literature values reported by 
Woldehawariat et al. (1977) were, respectively: b irth weight .46 and .45; weaning 
weight .21 andTSTf postweaning gain .36 and .34; fina l weight .36 and .46; and 
gain efficiency .27 and .38. Although one could argue over the re lative  merits of 
the various estimates or averaging estimates from different populations, the 
obvious conclusion is  that sign ifican t change can be achieved by selection, 
particu larly  i f  intensive selection can be practiced among s ire s and generations 
are kept as short as possible.
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Maternal Effects. One aspect of progress from selection, that is  not readily 
apparent from the data in Table 1, i s  the potential impact that maternal effects 
may have on selection response. Comparisons of the expected composition of 
correlations for maternal and paternal h a lf-sib s  and o ffsp ring -si re (0/S) and 
offspring-dam (0/D) regressions indicate the potential for maternal effects to 
Influence correlations among sibs and between offspring and sire  or dam. Direct 
and maternal effects are confounded in dams and separating the genetic and 
environmental aspects is  d if f ic u lt  without extensive data bases or elaborate 
breeding designs. Theoretical considerations and reviews of lite rature  were given 
by Dickerson and Grimes (1947), Willham (1963, 1980), Eisen (1967), Koch (1972), 
Thompson (1976), Van Vleck (1976), Foulley and Lefort (1978), and Robison (1981). 
The essence of the case for the presence of maternal effects is  that maternal 
ha lf-sib  correlations are larger than paternal ha lf-sib  correlations for birth 
weight (.26 vs .11) and weaning gain (.34 vs .07) indicating sign ifican t total 
(genetic and environmental) maternal effects (Koch and Clark, 1955; Deese and 
Koger, 1967; Hohenboken and Brinks, 1971; Vesley and Robison, 1971). In three of 
these data bases there were sign ificant differences between 0/S and 0/D 
regressions for b irth weight (.20 vs .27) and weaning gain (.13 vs .04) suggesting 
that maternal effects were positive for b irth weight but negative for weaning gain 
so far as the net contribution to the regression of offspring on dam. Evidence 
presented by Mangus and Brinks (1971), Koch (1972), and Vesley and Robison (1972) 
indicates that at least part of the negative Influence was associated with 
environment during the development of heifers. How much of the negative influence 
is  environment and how much is  genetic is  uncertain. Recently, Mavrogenis et al_. 
(1978) presented data which suggested negative covariance between direct anTT 
maternal effects for feedlot performance (gain and feed conversion). On the other 
hand, data from Koch and Clark (1955) and Buchanan et al_. (1982) showed maternal 
and paternal ha lf-sib  correlations for postweaning gain were sim ilar (.095 and 
.101) as were the 0/S and 0/D regressions (.20 and .18) suggesting that net 
maternal effects on postweaning gain were small. Also, some caution should be 
exercised in interpreting all of the difference between estimates as being caused 
by maternal effects, since H ill and Nicholas (1974) showed that expectations for 
covariance of ha lf-sib s has a negative correlation with the regression of 
offspring on dam and a positive correlation with the regression of offspring on 
s ire  when calculated from the same data base.

In our experiment the average weight of a ll calves born or weaned was 
s lig h t ly  le ss than the average weight of those a live  at yearling age yie ld ing a 
small positive  d ifferential from natural selection. Since natural selection for 
growth is  l ik e ly  for an optimum, biological feedback mechanisms could have evolved 
to prevent growth beyond an optimum and may be manifested through maternal effects.

CORRELATED RESPONSE TO SELECTION FOR GROWTH RATE

Growth at one stage was positive ly  correlated with growth at other stages. 
Estimates of genetic correlations among birth weight, weaning and postweaning gain 
reported by Woldehawariat et al_. (1977) and Buchanan et a l . (1982) were, 
respectively: b irth  weighT-- weaning gain, .34 and 5Trth weight -
postweaning gain, .51 and .34; and weaning gain - postweaning gain, .22 and .16. 
Brinks et a l . (1965) reported genetic correlations of .65, .55, and .79 between 
mature weigFit and weight at b irth, weaning and 18 mo., respectively. Correlated 
response (CR) of t ra it  y to selection for x is  CRy = 1 *rg*hx -hy*Oy, where 1 is  the 
selection d ifferentia l in standard measure, r„ i s  the genetic correlation between 
x and y, hx and hy are the square roots of h e r ita b ility  and oy i s  the phenotypic 
standard deviation of y.
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TABLE 3. MEANS (Y ), STANDARD DEVIATIONS (cr), REGRESSIONS ON DAYS FED (b ), 
HERITABILIT IES (hz ), AND GENETIC CORRELATION OF GROWTH AND CARCASS TRAITS

ITEM3 Y a b hZ
GENETIC CORRELATION

pg---- rra---m

PG, g/day 1082 116.9 -.785 .57 1.00

FTH, mm 12.4 3.4 .050 .42 .06 1.00

SW, kg 142.0 12.0 .309 .43 .90 .11 -.12

RP, % 68.6 3.3 -.053 .63 -.14 -.74 1.00

FT, % 18.8 3.7 .066 .58 .13 .78 -.98

BONE, % 12.6 .8 -.014 .54 .00 -.53 .72

MARBLING,b 10.4 2.9 .025 .40 .07 .18 -.37

3 PG = postweaning d a ily  gain in feedlot; FTH = external fa t th ickness, 12th 
r ib ; SW = side  weight; RP = re ta il product; FT = fa t  trim.

b MARBLING: s l ig h t  = 7, 8, 9; small = 10, 11, 12; modest = 13, 14, 15;

TABLE 4. PREDICTED RESPONSE TO ONE STANDARD DEVIATION OF
SELECTION FOR (1) DAILY GAIN IN FEEDLOT , (2) LESS FAT THICKNESS

OR (3) RETAIL PRODUCT PERCENTAGE

SELECTION CRITERIA
ITEM BASE3 ~ r ~ ---------2-------------- 3

FAT AC .10 -1.41 -1.28
THICKNESS, mm WC -.77 -1.32 -1.15

SIDE WEIGHT, kg AC 5.36 -.56 -.75

RETAIL PRODUCT, AC -.27 1.24 2.05
% WC .65 1.14 1.93

FAT TRIM, % AC .28 -1.44 -2.21
WC -.87 -1.32 -2.05

BONE, % AC .00 .22 .17
WC .24 .26 .13

MARBLING AC .22 -.21 -.53
WC -.22 -.16 -.47

3 AC = age constant and WC = weight constant.
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Efficiency of Gain, Calving Assistance, and M orta lity . Correlated responses 
of efficiency of gain, calving assistance and mortality to selection for growth 
rate from the selection experiment at the U.S. Meat Animal Research Center are 
reported in Table 2 (R.M. Koch, unpublished data).

Gross efficiency of gain is  determined large ly by differences in weight 
maintained, number of days weight is  maintained and body composition. Selection 
line  bu lls were fed in replicate pens. Pen means for the years 1972 to 1978 were 
used to calculate regressions of weight and megacalories (Meal) of metabolizable 
energy (ME) consumed/day. Number of days, gain, feed consumed and efficiency of 
gain over a weight constant interval of 227 to 408 kg (Table 2) were estimated 
from these regressions. Bu lls from selected lines gained more rapidly and had 
s ign if ica n tly  greater efficiency of gain. The more rapid gains of selected line 
bu lls meant they had 11 to 15 fewer days to maintain the ir weight which like ly  
accounts for most of the differences in gross e fficiency. No measurements related 
to composition of gain were made.

Calving assistance and mortality in Table 2 were based on 405 male and 430 
female calves born from 2-yr-old  heifers during the five  years 1977 through 1981. 
Calves from selected lines had heavier birth weights, required more calving 
assistance and had higher mortality than calves from the unselected control line. 
Sex of ca lf sign iffcantly  influenced the percentages of calving assistance and 
m ortality. Among males, as birth weight increased 1 kg, calving assistance 
increased 4.6$ and mortality increased 1.5$. Among females, as birth weight 
increased 1 kg, calving assistance increased 3.3$ and mortality increased .9$.
When adjusted to the same birth weight, the percentage assisted was 14$ higher and 
mortality 3$ higher among male than female calves.

Carcass Components. Predicted correlated response in carcass composition to 
selection for growth rate was estimated by using results of a genetic analyses of 
2,453 steer carcasses by 370 s ire s from the Germ Plasm Evaluation Program at the 
U.S. Meat Animal Research Center that involved 16 breeds over a 7 year period 
(Koch et a l., 1982). Tra it means, standard deviations, average regressions of 
t ra it s  on- days fed, h e r itab ilit ie s , and genetic correlations are presented in 
Table 3. The regression coefficients depict average change/day expected for an 
animal as i t  grows larger due to feeding. In these studies random samples of 
steers from each breed group were se r ia lly  slaughtered at three or more dates each 
year to fa c ilita te  estimating the regressions of t ra it s  on days fed. One side 
from each carcass was separated Into boneless, c lo se ly  trimmed cuts, except a 
l i t t l e  of the spinous processes were le ft on short lo in s and rib  cuts. No more 
than 8 mm of fat was le ft on the surfaces of re ta il cuts. Fat trim included 
kidney and pelvic fat.

Predicted age and weight constant responses in carcass t ra it s  to one 
phenotypic standard deviation of selection for (1) daily gain in the feedlot, (2) 
le ss external fat thickness, and (3) reta il product percentage are reported in 
Table 4. Slaughter weight can be kept constant each generation by feeding for 
fewer or more days to compensate for expected response in side weight. Thus, the 
weight constant correlated response in y to selection for x was estimated as: CRy
= CRy -  (CRSW) (by/bsw), where CRy = age constant correlated response of y and 
CRSW = correlated7 response in side weight to selection for x, (by/bSy) = ratio  of 
the regression coefficients of t ra it s  y and side weight on days Ted (Table 3). 
Although not shown in Table 4, selection for side weight had about the same 
re su lts as selection for daily gain in the feedlot because the he ritab ility  of 
feedlot gain in these data was more highly heritable than side weight and the
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genetic correlation between them was .9. Selection for increased postweaning 
daily  gain (c rite rion  1, Table 4) would result in Increased side weight, fat 
thickness, fat trim percentage and marbling score and decreased reta il product and 
bone percentages. When adjusted to a constant side weight, re ta il product and 
bone percentages were increased and fat thickness, fat trim percentage, and 
marbling score decreased. Selection for less external fat th ickness '(c rite rion  2, 
Table 4) would not a lte r side weight appreciably, but would increase reta il 
product and bone percentages and decrease fat trim percentage and marbling, score 
on age or weight constant bases. Changes in carcass composition were more extreme 
when selecting against fat thickness than for daily gain. I f  selection could be 
made d irectly  for re ta il product percentage, (criterion  3, Table 4), large changes 
in carcass composition would result; reta il product, 1.93%; fa t trim, -2.05%; and 
bone, .13% on a weight constant basis.

There may be some practical lim itations to obtaining accurate measures of fat 
thickness in breeding animals because variation in fat thickness among 
replacements in breeding condition is  much less than among steers or heifers in 
slaughter condition and errors of appraisal would be re la tive ly  greater. 
Nevertheless, current technology for measuring fat thickness by probe, ultrasound, 
or even visual estimates combined with selection for growth rate could increase 
lean meat production without performing expensive and time consuming progeny tests.

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND OPINIONS

Selection experiments with beef cattle involve long-term commitment of 
resources. Since generation intervals are 3.5 to 4.5 years, experiments spanning 
3 to 5 generations w ill require 10 to 25 years to complete. Size of selection 
d iffe ren tia ls  were about 20% less than expected from normal d istribution theory. 
Natural selection, health, genetic defects, reproductive fa ilu re , variation in sex 
ratio, and attention to secondary tra its  a ll tended to reduce selection 
d iffe ren tia ls  below theoretical expectations. Adhering to a single selection 
crite rion  or a prescribed index has been accomplished more often among laboratory 
species than in livestock selection experiments. S t r ic t  c r ite r ia  defin ition and 
preselection on paper before viewing animals may help in executing plans.
Sequential selection and subsequent attention to progeny information should be 
avoided i f  assessment of response to mass selection is  the objective.

There seems to be l i t t l e  ju stif ica tion  for conducting a selection experiment 
unless genetic response to selection can be assessed with reasonable accuracy. In 
the past there has been an unwillingness to devote the necessary resources to 
provide for a control herd or a designed repeat mating scheme. As a resu lt some 
experiments were unable to accomplish their original objectives. Our experiences 
with stored semen of unknown quality from foundation and selected bu lls, erratic 
nature of trends based on sire  or dam birth-year groups, and a control population 
lead to a strong recommendation for Incorporating an unselected control population 
into the design of selection experiments. Even with designed controls results are 
not always easy to interpret. Adequate replication in terms of numbers of lines 
and numbers of parents are needed to reduce random errors and cumulative d r ift  to 
acceptable lim its.

General agreement between average he ritab ility  estimates from paternal half- 
s ib  correlations or o ffsp ring -si re regressions and realized he ritab ility  from 
selection experiments suggest that predictions of genetic response from variance- 
covariance estimates w ill provide useful guidelines for developing breed or herd 
improvement programs. Declining genetic variation and selection lim its are moot
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questions for beef cattle breeding. The erratic  nature of estimates from small 
bodies of data or f ie ld  records subject to unmeasurable bias indicate caution in 
attempting to use these sta t is t ic s  on the pretense of being more applicable to the 
local situation than "outside" estimates based on averages from large data bases. 
Separating resu lts from identifiab le populations, however, would be a useful task 
for developers of national or breed improvement programs.

Scarcity of he ritab ility  estimates in the lite rature  based on o ffsp ring-sire  
or -dam regressions deserves comment in view of the fact that offspring response 
to parental selection is  what we hope to predict. Small herd size, slow rate of 
replacement, and restricted range of s ire  differences, because of selection, have 
like ly  resulted in nonsense estimates that were never published. In the case of 
offspring-dam regressions, age of dam, selection at each age, and maternal effects 
may have produced results that were d if f ic u lt  to interpret and were not published. 
Genetic aspects of maternal effects are a proper part of predicted genetic 
response. The presence, however, of strong environmental covariance between 
growth and maternal tra its  reduces the u t i l it y  of the offspring-dam regression for 
predicting genetic progress. Gaining a clearer understanding of genetic and 
environmental aspects of maternal effects remains an important area for research. 
Experiments u t il iz in g  the newer technology of embryo transfer may offer avenues to 
investigate these effects.

Correlated responses of selection for growth rate include increased 
efficiency of gain, more lean and less fat in carcasses of equal weight. However, 
selection for growth rate also produces increased calving d iff ic u lty , higher 
mortality and higher maintenance costs in the cow herd from greater mature size. 
Thus, positive  and negative effects of selection for growth rate on total herd or 
industry efficiency must be considered (Cartwright, 1970; M ille r  and Pearson,
1979). Optimal expressions for component tra it s  are like ly  to be intermediates 
rather than extremes. Selection among available breeds to form a genetic pool 
that provides average genetic merit near these optimal expressions can be 
accomplished more rapidly than intrabreed selection. Intra-population selection 
can then be used to make minor adjustments in functional t ra it s  and increase 
adaptability to the production situation.

Important objectives of many selection experiments are to obtain accurate and 
unbiased estimates of environmental factors such as sex conditions or age of dam, 
h e r ita b ilit ie s ,  and genetic correlations of a ll major economic tra it s.  After 25 
years of experience with a beef cattle selection experiment, our hindsight and 
acquired knowledge suggest we would do i t  d ifferently  i f  we could sta rt all over. 
We could have increased efficiency of estimating these parameters i f  we had 
developed our design around random selection of a ll parents, possibly u t iliz in g  
assortative mating of selected parents for specific  t ra it s  (H ill and Nicholas, 
1974; H ill and Thompson, 1977)-.

After obtaining a data base that yielded parameter estimates of su ffic ien t 
accuracy, further questions related to selection schemes or response could then 
have been investigated. Bohren (1975) presented good arguments for u t iliz in g  many 
rep lications of one generation selection experiments. These concepts would be 
more fle x ib le  in u t iliz in g  new knowledge and more adaptable to changing 
requirements than commitment to long-term selection goals. There may s t i l l  be 
need for long-term studies in beef cattle for threshold t ra it s  of low he ritab ility  
such as components of reproduction, but most situations could seemingly be studied 
by short-term goals.
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SUMMARY

B eef catt l e  selection experiments and genetic analyses w ere  
r e viewed and selection response statistics w e r e  presented. G e n e ration 
intervals a v eraged 4,4 yr and ranged from 3.2 to 5.0 yr. Midparent  
selection diffe r e n t i a l s  for single trait selection w e r e  about 1.0 cr/ 
generation. The desi g n  of some experiments did not per m i t  m e a s u r e m e n t  
of gen e t i c  r e s p o n s e s . Unselected control populations d e m onstrated 
their w o r t h  for assessing genetic responses. Realized heritabilities 
were in close agreement w i t h  estimates b a sed on v a r i a n c e -covariance 
analyses. Some heritabilities were: birth w e i g h t , . 45; wea n i n g  weight,. 
24; p o s t w e a n i n g  g a i n , . 35; final w e i g h t , . 41; and g ain e f f i c i e n c y ,.33. 
S e l ection for postnatal growth rate increased efficiency of gains, 
but also in c r e a s e d  b i rth w e i g h t  whi c h  resulted in m o r e  difficult 
births (4%Kg) and higher mo r t a l i t y  (1.2%/kg) among 2-yr-old heifers. 
Correlated r e sponse of carcass composition to selection for growth 
rate was in c r e a s e d  lean and bone percentages and de c r e a s e d  fat p e r 
centages w h e n  m e a s u r e d  at equal carcass weights.

R E S U M E N

Se e x a m i n a n  experimentos de seleccifin de ganado vacuno de car- 
ne, y los anfilisis genfiticos, presentSndose estadlsticas de las res- 
puestas de seleccidn. Los intervalos de generacifin a scendieron por 
tfirmino m e d i o  a 4,4 anos y  oscilaron de 3,2 a 5,0 anos. Las diferen-  
cias de seleccifin entre progenitores intermedios para la seleccifin 
por rasgos a i slados fueron aproximadamente de 1,0 cJ/generacifin. El 
plante a m i e n t o  de algunos experimentos no permitifi la m e d i d a  de res- 
puestas genfiticas. Las poblaciones de control no seleccionadas han 
demostrado su v a lor para la apreciacifin de las respuestas genfiticas. 
Las tasas de h e r e d a b i l i d a d  advertidas coincidieron estrechamente con 
los cSlculos basados en anSlisis de varianza-covarianza. Algunos r a s 
gos h e r e d i t a r i o s  fueron: peso al nacimiento, 0,45; p eso al destete, 
0,24; p r o g r e s o  tras el destete, 0,35; peso final, 0,41 y eficacia 
de progreso, 0,33. L a  seleccifin de la tasa de crecimiento postnatal 
aumentfi la e f i c a c i a  de los progresos, pero increments tambifin el p e 
so al n a c i m i e n t o  con el resultado de partos m S s  d i f i d l e s  (4%/kg) 
y m o r t a l i d a d  mfis elevada (l,2%%kg) entre terneras de 2 anos de edad.
La r e s puesta correl a t i v a  de la composicifin de la canal a la seleccifin 
por tasa de crecimiento, fufi de aumento de los porcentajes de mag r o  
y hueso y disminucifin de los porcentajes de gra s a  al med i r s e  a igual 
dad de pesos de canal.
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